Abstract. The generalized Timoshenko type equations are obtained from the plane problem equations of the theory elasticity. They might be applied for quick acting forces or displacements problems as the transversal shock on a beam or quick displacement of beam ends. The quick and slow solutions components аге extracted. The quick ones describe the propagation of the shear wave due to the action of a concentrated force or an explosion; the slow solutions are generated by the common verification of the boundary conditions the slow and quick solutions.
Introduction
Under the notion of quick action we understand the quick varying action as a transversal shock on the beam with a force, an explosion near the height building considering as a beam of complex structure, or a moving of the ground resulting earthquake etc. It is believed the solution of such problems. It is believed, the solution of such problems should be made taking into account the wave character of the solution in the impacted body. In the theory of strength of materials it is proposed for these purposes to use the Timoshenko equation (1922) for a beam [1] and equations of the Timoshenko type, taking into account the inertia of the rotation and shear of the element, for a plate or shell. The procedure to find the wave solution of these equations reduces to apply the step load to the infinite body and the equations of state undergo a Laplace transformation with respect to the time and Fourier transformation with respect to coordinates. The inverse transformation is made numerically. It must be said Timoshenko's equation is extremely difficult to solve, and the author does not know the available understandings of either numerical or analytical solutions. The derivation and analysis of the equations of the theory of elasticity, given in this paper, showed that under rapid influences on the strip, two main types of motion are distinguished in it: longitudinal shear wave and transverse vibrational (not wave) lowfrequency (classical).
In order to understand the behavior of the solution of the Timoshenko equation [2] If we put the time differentiation operator in equation (1) equal to zero, Timoshenko's equation turns into the classical bending equation of a beam. This means that the intuitive theory of Timoshenko exists only for dynamic problems. However, the constructive derivation of the equations on the basis of the mapping contraction principle from the equations of the theory of elasticity yields a static version of the Timoshenko type equations [5, 6] . The aim of this paper is to establish the additional equations to the classical ones taking into account the fast phenomena corresponding to the concentrated forсe in space and time. as a function of only one coordinate x . This means that, in the zeroth approximation, there is no change in the thickness of the strip and a uniform distribution of the tangential stress that is usually used as a hypothesis in the derivation of the equations of the plates and shells theories. In the first approximation, a correction is calculated for the transverse сompression and distribution of the tangential stress.
Calculating the integrals of the system (2) by the described method, we write the boundary conditions on the long sides of the strip 0
We shall use them as еру first-approximation quantities The first two equations refer to the tension-compression, the second two to the bending, and we will be interested only in the last one. We present the searched unknowns and load in the form of the sum of rapidly varying components along x and slowly varying components, i.e. 
The two systems describe the action of the slowly and rapidly changing loads on a strip (beam) and can be declared in correspondence with equation (1) 
Dynamic equations for strip
We apply the procedure described above for constructing the equations of motion for a long strip. Adding dimensionless inertial terms to the static bending equations (2), we obtain the following equations of motion 
where U is the specific density of the strip material, * / t t T is dimensionless time ( * t is dimensional time), T is some characteristic period of oscillation of a strip (beam), having length l and height 2h . The dot over a letter means the differentiation with respect to t .
Here, as well as in the static problem, it is possible consequentially calculate all the unknowns, assuming , w W known. To find the approximate solution by the simple iteration method, we can choose the initial approximation and do the calculations according to the scheme 
To show the applicability of the simple iterations method to the integration of the system (6), we transform it 
